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Luxurious mix of materials 
with Mark Taylor Design 

 

 
This bespoke French-inspired vanity unit, designed and made by Mark Taylor Design,  

is hand painted in Squid Ink by Paint & Paper Library 
 
British manufacturer of superlative bespoke furniture, Mark Taylor Design is renowned for 
using high-quality materials and combining them to create spectacular spaces that exceed 
every client’s expectations.  
 
Capturing the warmth and beauty of wood, this beautiful, bespoke, freestanding vanity unit 
takes centre stage in one of the bathrooms in a five-bedroom Buckinghamshire house in the 
countryside. Featuring oak frames and waterproof plywood panels hand painted in Squid Ink 
by Paint & Paper Library to highlight the timber grain, this elegant, French-inspired vanity 
unit was created by Mark Taylor Design director Mark Taylor, who seamlessly incorporated 
the client’s existing cabinet handles into his design. 
 
“The client had already purchased the rolltop bath, handmade tiles and round, under-mounted 
basins,” explains Mark Taylor. “They were looking for a vanity unit that resembled a 
freestanding piece of furniture which would complement a traditional bathroom. I kept the 
detailing simple so that the unit didn’t overpower the distinctive panelling in the room and the 
unit itself has a French-inspired, classic look with simple legs reaching to the ground.”  
 
The under-mounted his ‘n’ her basins, which are complemented by Classic Lefroy Brooks 
mixers with ceramic indices and Edwardian towel rail, complete the understated, elegant 
effect. He adds: “Because of the constraints on the width of the bathroom, we had to ensure 
the under-mounted basins fitted with minimal tolerance to keep the unit as small as possible.”  
 



	 	 	
	

	 	

 
– Ends – 

 
Notes to editors:  

• For further information, contact Mark Taylor Design on 01628 486707, email 
mtd@marktaylordesign.co.uk or visit www.marktaylordesign.co.uk 

• Mark Taylor Design creates extraordinary spaces providing bespoke furniture, 
cabinetry, specialist joinery and interior design.  

• Mark Taylor Design balances functional planning with beautiful, inspirational 
design, creating unique rooms using the most exciting and innovative 
materials and finishes. 

• They were recently shortlisted for the Living Space – UK award in the design 
et al International Design & Architecture Awards 2017 for the transformation 
of a living space into a stunning, bespoke Art Deco-inspired bar and relaxing 
room. 

• Mark is the driving creative force behind Mark Taylor Design with more than 
30 years’ interior, furniture design and manufacturing experience. 

• Mark Taylor Design work out of their design studio in Buckinghamshire 
supported by their workshops in Wiltshire and Oxfordshire. They take on 
projects nationwide. 
 
 

For further information, please contact Sarah Mills or Nicola Hanley at Homestyle PR: 
T: 01245 491857 
E: sarah.mills@homestylepr.com/nicola.hanley@homestylepr.com 
W: www.homestylepr.com 
 
 

 


